Affilate Program
・If you have a opened an account on BitGain Exchange and have successfully referred a client where
they performed a difference settlement transaction, you will be compensated a certain percentage
of the spread.
・Affiliates to the second tier will be subject to compensation. You will be able to receive up to 20%
of the spread from clients directly referred. You will be able to receive a 10% compensation from 2nd
tier affiliates, where the end client was referred by your direct client
Affiliate fees are calculated monthly and will be sent to your wallet in a currency of margin.
※ The initial currency of affiliate fee is JOB (JobCoin), BGC (BitGain coin), but in the future, BTC
and legal currency will be introduced.
※ The service of this exchange may change or terminate without notice.

Affiliate Registration fee
free
Remuneration condition
Once a new user creates a BitGain account through the affiliate link and they perform a difference
settlement transaction, the referrer will be able to receive 20% of the spread and another 10% from
the spread created by the third user referred by the first user.
Payment of Compensation
Cycle will end, end of the month and payout will be on the 10th of each month. *if the 10th is a
weekend/holiday, payment will be sent following week day
Affiliate compensation accumulated in the month of July will be added to affiliate compensation of
August and will be sent on September 10th
Eligible Participants
People over that age of 18 with a BitGain account
Precautions:
・Compensation and content may change without notice
・The calculation is done at the end of every month, and we are planning to give a reward on the
10th of next month (in the case of Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, the next business day).

・The conditions described herein are subject to change without notice.
Program Precautions/Prohibitions
Please note that if you fall under any of the following, we may not be able to give you notice in
advance, and you may be able to suspend, disapprove, or withdraw from your affiliate. Also, program
notes and prohibitions are subject to change without notice.
・If BitGain management deems a new user, who was has opened an account through the affiliate
link as a non-compliant applicant, BitGain will have the right to deny affiliate compensation
・Customers induced using negative keywords such as "scams", "illegal" or "reputation", etc, use of
negative keywords in paid advertisement searches, (eg Google Adwords, Yahoo! Sponsored Search
etc.) misuse of company name, site name, brand name or product name, etc., and customers who
are induced by instructions contrary to the fact or misleading explanations, etc, may be subject to
non-payment of affiliate compensation.
Those who are caught violating the above will be subject to delete BitGain account and will not
receive payment of affiliate compensation.
・If the same customer opens an account on this exchange by the invitation of multiple affiliate
partners, affiliate remuneration will be generated only for the affiliate that has referred the customer
first.
・In addition to the above, there is no affiliate fee for inductions that we consider inappropriate.

